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Unless otherwise indicated, all events will be held at the Cairo Marriott, Sections and Committees not otherwise noted on this program will meet at the call of their respective Chairman at times and places posted on the bulletin board and at the registration desk.

The registration fee for the Conference enables one to attend all Panel discussions, the Demonstration Trial, receptions and dinners listed in the official program at no additional cost. Luncheons are not included in the registration fee and tickets for those events may be purchased at the registration desk. Admission to all sessions and receptions is by registration badge and individual invitations only.
ELEVENTH CONFERENCE ON THE LAW OF THE WORLD

PROGRAM

September 25-30 1983, CAIRO, EGYPT
6:15 P.M.

Reception: Given by H. E. Dr. Abdel Hamid Hassan, Governor of Giza followed by a Sound and Light Show.

* There will be similar celebrations all over the World, with the celebration in CARIO being the "Summit" or Chief Program of WORLD LAW DAY.

The major purpose of WORLD LAW DAY is to call to public attention the law and its important part in the lives of all humankind. For this reason all members of the public are invited to the hundreds of World Law Day Programs which will be held world-wide in most of the nations of the world.

Many of these programs are stressing the moral values and concepts which are embodied in the principles of the rule of law, as handed down to us today by the great lawmakers of the past. The rule of law is the most universally accepted concept of humanity; therefore, it offers the foundation upon which to build a peaceful World order with justice for all persons and all Nations.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 1983

9.00 A.M.

Inaugural Ceremonial Session: CAIRO UNIVERSITY
(If they brought them, Judges are kindly requested to wear their Robes to this session: a special area of seats will be set aside for judges).

Presiding Officer: His Excellency Ahmed Mamdouh Attia
Minister of Justice
Arab Republic of Egypt

Speakers: His Excellency Ahmed Mamdouh Attia
Minister of Justice
Arab Republic of Egypt
Charles S. Rhyne
World President
World Peace Through Law Center
United States of America

AWARD: Presentation of the MAN OF PEACE Award.
Special Guest: The Honorable Mohamed Hosni Mubarak
President
Arab Republic of Egypt

Monday (Cont.)

12.30 P.M.

LUNCHEON. CARIO MARRIOTT HOTEL

Chairman:
Dr. Franklin Hoet-Linieres, Venezuela

Rapporteur:
Prof. Luz Correjter, Spain

Speakers:
Leslie E. LoBaugh, Jr., Esq., USA
Dr. Reinhard H. Rainer, Austria
Dr. Yona de Lima Moreira, Brazil
Dr. Saad Allam, Qatar
Dr. Huscin Abdallah, Egypt

WORK PAPERS: International Nuclear Safeguards and Arms Control, by Dr. Reinhard, Austria
The Origins of the state’s Ownership of the Oil Industry in the Arab States of the Gulf, by Dr. M. Saad Allam, Qatar
Energy: Recent Developments in New Zealand, by E. J. Haughey, New Zealand
Oil: Instrument of Development and Lease, by Dr. Franklin Hoet-Linieres, Venezuela, Dr. Guillermo Altuvc-Williams, Venezuela, and Leslie E. LoBaugh, Esq., USA

NEW INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC ORDER (Sponsored by the World Association of Lawyers)
(Amonastro)

Chairman:
Dr. Milan Bulajic, Yugoslavia

Rapporteur:
Ambassador El-Shafie Abdel-Hamid, Egypt.

Speakers:
Dean Biustka K. Agnihotri, India/USA
Dr. Kamal Houssein, Bangladesh
Prof. Guenther Jaenicke, Fed. rep. of Germany
Prof. Gregory Tunkin, USSR
Prof. Subrata Roy Chowdhury, India
The Hon. Vicente Santiago, Philippines

WORK PAPERS: Legal Aspects of the New International Economic Order by Dr. Milan Bulajic, Yugoslavia.

Islam and the New International Economic order, by Tamizul Haque, Bangladesh

AVIATION LAW (Sponsored by the World Association of Lawyers)
(Thebes)

Chairman:
Prof. Dr. Isabella Diederiks-Verschoor, the Netherlands

Rapporteur:
Dean Rup C. Hingorani, India

Speakers:
Stanley B. Rosenfield, Esq., USA
The Hon. Antonio Agunzde Fernandez, Spain
Dr. Abdallah A. Aashal, Egypt
Mr. Ricardo Puno, Philippines.
WORKPAPERS: Spanish Jurisprudence on Matters of Aeronautical Law, by Dr. Antonio Agundez Fernandez, Spain

"Warsaw" And/or What?, by Dr. John T. Stewart, Jr., USA

Air Disasters, by Dr. Rup C. Hingorani, India.

TRAINING LAWYERS FOR THE COUNTRYSIDE IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES (WALP)

Chairsman: Prof. John N. Hazard, USA
Rapporteur: Mr. T. A. Caldas Pinho, Brazil
Speakers: Prof. Bernard Hantiau, Belgium
Dr. Kurt Madleiner, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Prof. Rajevendra K. Nayak, India

WORKPAPERS: Training Lawyers for the countryside in Developing countries, by R.K. Nayak, India

The Emerging Role of a New Lawyer in a Developing Country, by Prof. Dhirendra P. Verma, India.

The Need for Para-Legals in Developing Countries, by Prof. Rup C. Hingorani, India

The Current Status of the Bar in Brazil and its Control by the Organ of the Class, by Themistocles A. Caldas Pinho, Brazil.

7:30 P.M.: OFFICIAL RECEPTIONS (Embassies)

TUESDAY. SEPTEMBER 27, 1983.

9:00 A.M.

PANEL SESSIONS

FOREIGN TRADE AND INVESTMENT (Sponsored by the World Association of Lawyers) (Verdi)

Chairman: Mr. Raul I. Goco, The Philippines
Rapporteur: Dr. Luiz Olavo Baptista, Baptista, Brazil
Speakers: Richard L. Fischer, Esq., USA
Richard Pound, Esq., Canada
Mr. Kyosho Yusa, Japan
John H. Graham, Esq., USA
The Hon. Judge Tien-Hua Huang, Rep. of China
Prof. M.V.A. Naidu, India
Dr. Mohamed Kamel, EGYPT

WORKPAPERS: The legal protection of foreign Investment: Development and Fairness, by David Flint, Esq., Australia.

Foreign Trade Development of Taiwan, ROC, by Tien Hua Huang, Republic of China.

The Surge of Joint Ventures in Transnational Investment, by Richard L. Fischer, Esq., USA.

The Role of Trade Sanctions in the Settlement of International Disputes by John J. Graham, Esq., USA.


Japanese Laws Regarding Foreign Trade and Investment, by Kyosho Yusa, Japan.

Quest for Uniformity Among Bills of Lading Governing the International Carriage of Goods by Sea, by M.V.A. Naidu, India.

The Outlook of International Trade: Foreign Trade Development Between the Republic of China and the USA, Japan and other Countries, by Dr. William C.S. Ma, Republic of China.

Law and Economic Independence in Africa: A Preliminary Assessment, by Prof. Abraham Kiapi, Uganda.

CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION

Chairman: Prof. John N. Hazard, USA
Rapporteur: Prof. Alfred A. Porro, Jr., USA
Speakers: Dr. Luis Maria Boggi, Argentia
Prof. Claude C. Emanulli, Canada
Prof. Gerald Gall, Canada
Dr. Jose Luis Albacar, Spain
Dr. Alegra de Cervera, Puerto Rico
Dr. G. G. Farago, Australia

WORKPAPERS: Continuing Legal Education, by Dr. Luis Maria Boggi, Argentina.

Continuing Legal Education in Sydney, Australia, by Gabriel Geza Farago, Australia.

Reflections on Continuous Legal Education, by Hon. Jose Luis Albacar Lopez, Spain.

A Bar Association - Law School Legal Clinic: The Intersection of the Bridge Between Law School and Practice, Continuing Legal Education and the Availability of Legal Services to the poor, by Prof. Alfred A. Porro, Jr., USA.
Tuesday (Cont.)

**FREEDOM OF THE PRESS** (Sponsored by the World Association of Lawyers)
(Amonasro)

Chairman: Jose Mario Armero, Spain
Rapporteur: Gerald A. Flaherty, Esq., Canada
Speakers:
- David Flint, Esq., Australia.
- L. Stanley Chauvin, Esq., USA.
- Joseph H. Cooper, Esq., USA.
- Mr. Claus von Wobeser, Mexico.
- Prof. Dr. A. Fathy Sourour, Egypt.

**WORKPAPERS** Freedom of the Press and Prior Restraints, by Tamizul Haque, Bangladesh.
A Case Study: Freedom of the Press in Australia, by David Flint, Esq., Australia.
New Media and Freedom to Broadcast in the Federal Republic of Germany, by Prof. Dr. Hans Thuenmmel, Federal Republic of Germany.

12:30 P.M. Luncheon: CAIRO MARRIOTT HOTEL - AIDA BALLROOM
Presenting: Prof. DR. Wolfgang Zeidler
Guest Speaker: DR. Karl Georg Zierlein

**INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS PROTECTIONS**
(Sponsored by the World Association of Lawyers)
(Amonasro)

Chairman: Mr. Tamizul Haque, Bangladesh (Chairman).
Rapporteur: Dr. A. Esmat Abdel Meguid, Egypt.
Speakers:
- Alan J. Konigsberg, Esq., USA.
- Nadisan Satyendra, Esq., Sri Lanka.
- The Hon. Judge Jose-Maria Morellas, Spain.
- Mr. Diosdado Peralta, Philippines.
- Dr. Gafar Abed El Salam, Egypt.

**WORKPAPERS**
- Derechos Humanos y Desarrollo, by Dr. Juan Yepes del Pozo, Ecuador.
- Enforcement of Violations of the Right to Travel and other Human Rights in American Courts, by Warran Freedman, Esq., USA.
- The Rights of the Aged, by Prof. Donald Trotman, Jamaica.

Tuesday (Cont.)

**LAW AND TECHNOLOGY** (Sponsored by the World Association of Lawyers)
(Verdi)

Chairman: Mr. Stephen J. Skelly, Canada
Rapporteur: Joan Farcus, Esq., USA
Speakers:
- Mr. Meir Gabay, Israel.
- Ernest T. Guy, Esq., USA.
- The Hon. Judge Jose Ignacio Jimenez, Spain.
- Prof. Gamil M. Hussein, Egypt.
- Mr. Byoung Kook Min, Rep. of Korea.

**WORKPAPERS**
- The Law and Modern Technology, by Hon. Jose Ignacio Jimenez Hernanedz, Spain.
- Transfer of Technology between the United States and Less Developed Countries, by Joan L. Farcus, Esq., USA.
- Perspectives on the Industrialization Imperative: Technology Transfer in the Republic of Korea, by Byoung Kook Min, Republic of Korea.
- Computers in the Law Office, by Ernest T. Guy, C.A.E., USA.

**TAXATION OF EXPATRIATES** (Sponsored by the World Association of Lawyers)
(Memphis)

Chairman: Nicholas R. Doman Esq., USA
Rapporteur: Dr. Alejandro Allende, Argentina
Speakers:
- Dr. D. C. Singhania, India
- Dr. Andreas Froriep, Switzerland
- Richard N. Friedman, Esq., USA.

**WORK PAPERS**
- Taxation of Expatriates from the Point of View of India, by D. C. Singhania, India
- Taxation of Expatriates by the United States, by Nicholas R. Doman, Esq., USA
- Taxation of Expatriates - Switzerland, by Dr. Andreas Froriep, Switzerland
- The Taxation of United Kingdom Expatriates, by Stuart Lightman MA (Oxon), United Kingdom

7:00 P.M.: OFFICIAL RECEPTION
GOVERNOR OF CAIRO
WEDNESDAY .  SEPTEMBER 28. 1983
9. 00. A. M.

PANEL. SESSIONS

LAW OF THE SEA (Sponsored by the World Association of Lawyers)
(Memphis)

Chairman :    Dr. Milenko Milic, Yugoslavia
Rapporteur :  Prof. Ved P. Nanda, USA
Speakers :    Mr. Hideo Yoshimoto, Japan.
              Dr. Dong-Jung Kim, Rep. of Korea
              Prof. M. Talat Alghalami, Egypt.
              Dr. Badria A. Al-Awadi, Kuwait

WORK PAPERS: Is the Blue Revolution Continuing?, by Dr. Milic, Yugoslavia

Several Problems Concerning the protection of the Ocean Life
Resources, by Dr. Dong-Jung Kim, Korea

Struggle for Implementing the Common Heritage of Mankind Principle,
by Axel Luttenberger, Yugoslavia

Summarized Study on the Law of the Sea, by Hideo Yoshimoto, Esq., Japan

Freedom of the Seas Vis-A-Vis Common Heritage of Mankind, by
Prof. R. Jaganmohan Rao, India

NUCLEAR WEAPONS CONTROL AND REDUCTIONS
(Sponsored by the World Association of Lawyers)
(Amonasro)

Chairman :    Leonard M. Salter, Esq., USA
Rapporteur :  The Hon. Itzhak Nener, Israel
Speakers :    Robert M. Davis, Esq., USA
              Prof. P.K. Menon, Barbados
              Prof. Chen Tingjiang, People's Rep. of China
              The Hon. Ram Jethalani, India
              Dr. Jose Perez Montero, Spain

WORK PAPERS: Protection of Outer Space from Arms Race, by Dr. P.K. Menon, Barbados

Nuclear Weapons Control and Reduction - A Job for the Center and each of us, by Robert M. Davis, Esq., USA

Nuclear Arms Control and Reductions, by Prof. P.K. Menon, Barbados

Nuclear Disarmament: Its Imperatives, by Hon. Ram Jethmalani, India

Nuclear Weapon Free Zones & Their Implementation - The Role of the Lawyer - Pax Orbis Ex Jure, by Itzhak Nener, Israel

---10---

Wednesday (Cont.)

Some Considerations on the Necessity of Atomic Disarmament,
Suggestions for Carrying it out, by Prof. Dr. Jose Perez Montero, Spain

Legal Limits on the use of Nuclear Weapons in Armed Conflicts, by
Dr. P.K. Menon, Barbados

INTERNATIONAL REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT
(Sponsored by the World Association of Lawyers)
(Verdi)

Chairman :    Emanuel B. Halper, Esq., USA
Rapporteur :  Cawood Smith II, Esq., USA
Speakers :    Mr. Sivasubramanian Ambalavane, Sri Lanka
              Mr. Lalit Bhasin, India
              Mr. Avraham Tovy, Advocate, Israel
              Mr. Joe Casse, Canada
              Mr. Gianaldo Della Rocca, Italy
              Dr. Albert ley, Ivory Coast
              Edward F. Taylor, Esq., USA (Alternate)

WORK PAPERS: Les Trois Regimes Foreciers de la Cote d'Ivoire, by Dr. Albert Ley, Ivory Coast

The Ground Lease as a Tool for Development, by Emanuel B. Halper, Esq., USA

SOCIOLOGY OF LAW AND CRIMINOLOGY INTERNATIONAL ASPECTS(Sponsored by the World Association of Lawyers)
(Thebes)

Chairman :    Dr. Laercio Pellegrino, Brazil
Rapporteur :  The Hon. Judge Dan Winn, USA
Speakers :    Mr. C.G. Jaraula, The Philippines
              Mr. Candido Conde-Pumpido, Spain
              Dr. Mohamed Bahledine Bachat Egypt
              Mr. Aly Fahmy, Egypt

WORK PAPERS: Criminology and Prevention of Criminality, by Dr. Laercio Pellegrino, Brazil

The Long Road to Freedom (on the Emancipation of Women in the Netherlands), By Prof. Dr. Alida M. Bos, The Netherlands

Historic Injustice to Women, by Judge Dan Winn, USA

---11---
Wednesday (Cont.)
12.30 P.M.
LUNCHEON.

FAMILY LAW / YOUTH RIGHTS
World Association Of Judges (Verdi)
Chairman:

Mme. Yvonne Tolman Guillard, France,
Prof. Avv. Fernando Dell'Azza, Italy

Rapporteur:
The Hon. Judge Eileen R. Petersen, Virgin Islands
Elaine Rudnick-Sheps, Esq., USA
Dr. Pedro F. Silva-Ruiz, Puerto Rico
Prof. Ramiro Trigo Boixarue, Spain
The Hon. Tsai-Chi Lee, Rep. of China (Alternate)
Dr. Gama Eldin Mahmoud

Speakers:

WORK PAPERS: The Child and Youths as Victims: The Rights of Children to Full Development as Human Beings in a Peaceful World by Prof. Dr. Pedro F. Silva-Ruiz, Puerto Rico

The Legal Response to Child Snatching in the United States, by Justice Glenn T. Johnson, USA
I Diritto Umani Sul Piano Della Famiglia E Della Gioventu by Prof. Avv. Fernando Dell'Azza, Italy

CONSTITUTION OF THE WORLD-INTERCONNCTION AND LINKAGE World Association of Judges (Neruphius)
Chairman:

Prof. Albert P. Blaustein, USA
Prof. Jay A. Sigler, USA

Rapporteur:
The Hon. Chief Justice Enrique Fernando, The Philippines
Monsieur le Batonnier Louis E. Petitii, France
Dean Amos Shapiro, Israel
Prof. Antonio Trujol, Spain
Prof. Luz Bulnes, Chile
Dr. A. Kamal Abou El-Magd, Egypt
Prof. Lawrence W. Beer, USA (Alternate)
Dr. M.I.N. Aboul-Enain, Egypt

Speakers:

WORK PAPERS: Influences of the Constitution of the United States on the Swiss Constitution, by Dominique Favre, President of the Administrative Court of Geneva, Switzerland

The Influence of the U.S. Constitution in Poland, by Waclaw Szyzskowski, Poland

Constitutional Linkage - With the First Constitution, by Prof. A.P. Blaustein and Prof. Jay A. Sigler, USA

-12-

Wednesday (Cont.)

INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION (WAL)
(Sponsored by the World Association of Lawyers)
(Amonasro)

Chairman:

Prof. Bernardo M. Cremades, Spain
Dr. A. Esat Abdi Meguid, Egypt
Ronald M. Greenberg, Esq., USA
Dr. Palitha T.B. Kohona, Australia
Mr. Voitto Saario, Finland
Dr. Hsueh-Teng Lee, Rep. of China
Nels J. Ackerson, Esq., USA
Aron Broches, Esq., The Netherlands
BoLA A dasumbo Ajibola, Esq., Nigeria

Speakers:

Arbitration in Government Contracts in India, by D. C. Singhania, India
Arbitration of International Contract Disputes, by Voitto Saario, Finland
Arbitration Provisions in multilateral Economic Agreements, By Palitha T.B. Kohona, Esq., Australia

6:00 P.M.
RECEPTION

EVENING 7:00 P.M. AIDA BALLROM

DEMONSTRATION TRIAL: MURDEROUS EXPORT.
(Sponsored by the World Association of Judges)

Chairman of:

Walter Armstrong

Arrangements:

United States of America

Members of the Court:
The Hon. Taalim O. Elias, President ICIJ, Nigeria
The Hon. Rolv Rysdal, Chief Justice, Norway
The Hon. Adriofio R. Gabrielli, Chief Justice, Argentina
The Hon. Mario Berri, Chief Justice, Italy
The Hon. Sir James R. Astwood, Chief Justice, Bermuda
The Hon. Emmanuel N. Gbalazeh, Chief Justice, Liberia
The Hon. Fathi Abdel Sabour, Chief Justice, Egypt

-13-
Wednesday (Cont.)

Advocates
Morris Harrell, Esq., USA
Dr. Juan Manuel Fanjul Sedeno, Spain
John William Perry, Q.C., Australia
The Hon. Ran JethmalANI, M.P., India

THURSDAY . SEPTEMBER 30. 1983
9.00. A.M.

PANEL SESSIONS

TRANSNATIONAL CORPORATIONS ( WAL )
(Sponsored by the World Association of Lawyers)
(Amonasro)

Robert R. Nielsen, Esq., USA (Chairman)
James Combs, Esq., USA
Mr. Carlos Platon, The Philippines
Mr. Ezekiel Solomon, Australia
Mr. Donald A. Weadon, USA
Ashraf Nadoury, Esq., Egypt
Prof. Dr. Ahmed Sadek El Kosheri, Egypt
Mr. Luis Eduardo Boffi Boggero, Argentina

WORKPAPERS:
Transnational Corporations, by Dr. Luis Eduardo Boffi Carri Perez, Argentina

THE PROPER ROLE OF THE INTERNATIONAL COURT
OF JUSTICE IN THE LAW OF THE WORLD
World Association Of Judges
Amonasro

Chairman :
The Hon. Chief Justice Sansern Kraichitti, Thailand

Rapporteur :
Paul S. Edelman, Esq., USA

Speakers :
The Hon. Judge Robin S. Heyer, USA
The Hon. Chief Justice Muhammad Haleem, Pakistan
The Hon. Chief Justice Aannel M. Sllungwe, Zambia
Prof. Manuel Medina Ortega, Spain
The Hon. Judge Bienvenido Ejercito, Philippines

WORKPAPERS:
The Proper Role of the International Court of Justice in the law of the World, by Chief Justice Muhammad Haleem, Pakistan

The Tunisia-Libya Continental Shelf Decision of the International Court of Justice, by Paul S. Edelman, Esq., USA

Expanding the Advisory Jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice, by Paul S. Edelman, Esq., USA

WORLD HEALTH LAW/FOOD AND DRUG LAWS
(Sponsored by the World Association of Lawyers)

Verdi

Co-Chairman :
Dr. Anno Hookema, The Netherlands

Co-Chairman :
Milton Bass, Esq., USA

Speakers :
Prof. Margaret Somerville, Australia/Canada
Prof. Giovanni B. Goletti, Italy
Prof. Pedro Burgos, Spain

Justice Dr. Kamal Anwar Egypt

WORKPAPERS:
The EEC and the Environment - Legal Aspects, by Prof. G. B. Goletti, Italy

Legal Analysis of the Code Regulating the Trade of Maternal Milk Substitutes, by Prof. Pedro Burgos, Spain

Data for Creating a Sociological Structure of Juvenile Drug Use, by Dr. Candido Conde-Pumpido Ferreiro, Spain

Civil Liability in the Field of Medicine, by Prof. Dr. Dieter Giesen, Federal Republic of Germany

3:00 P.M.

MEETING OF THE WORLD ASSOCIATION OF LAWYERS

Presiding

World President : Curt Freiherr V. Stackelberg - Fed. Rep. of Germany

President for Africa : Roland Barnes - Liberia

President for the Americas : Dr. Bernardo Cabral - Brazil

President of Asia and Australia : Marut Bunnag - Thailand

President for Europe : Avv. Bruno Riitano - Italy

Secretary-General : Ivonne Tolman-Guillard - France

Report by World President

Report by World President
Thursday (Cont.)

Discussion of the programs presented at the Conference by the Association and suggestion for future programs.

Report of Nomination Committee previously appointed by the World President.

Election of Officers.

3:00 P.M.

MEETING OF WORLD ASSOCIATION OF LAW PROFESSORS

Co-Chairmen: Dr. Zivojin Aleksic and Prof. John N. Hazard
Yugoslavia United States of America

Honorary Secretary: Prof. Ved P. Nanda — United States of America.

Members:
- Prof. Atle Grahl-Madsen — Norway
- Prof. H. W. O. Okoth — Kenya
- Prof. Rup Hingerani — India
- Prof. Gonzalo T. Santos Jr. — Philippines
- Prof. Luiz Maria Boffi Boggero — Argentina

Reports of Co-Chairmen

Election of Officers

3:00 P.M.

MEETING OF THE WORLD ASSOCIATION OF JUDGES

President:

Dr. T. O. Elias — Nigeria
President, International Court of Justice

Secretary:
The Hon. Sansern Kraichitti — Thailand

Treasurer:
The Hon. V. R. Krishna Iyer — India

Secretary-General:
Dr. Karl-Georg Zierlein — Fed. Rep. of Germany

Report by World President

Report by Secretary General

Discussion of past and future programs with emphasis upon development of a program of functions the Association can carry out to aid judges world-wide.

Report of Nomination Committee previously appointed by the World President.

Election of Officers

12:30 P.M

Luncheon: CAIRO MARRIOTT HOTEL - AIDA BALLROOM

President: Gertrude Brummund
President, World Association of Centr Associates
United States America

Guest: Prof. John N. Hazard (USA)
Columbia University, New York City

WORLD PROSECUTORS SECTION

Mr. Renato Guimarães, Brazil
Harry B. Sontheim, Esq., USA
Dr. Aluisio Arruda, France/Brazil
Frank J. Gaffy, Esq., Australia
Dr. Mariano F. Martin Granizo, Spain
Mr. Pradeep Koshalayakanond, Thailand
Col. Balbino Diego, Philippines
Ronald E. Meredith, Esq., USA

WORKPAPERS:
The Prosecution Council as a Defender of Legality. Structure, Characteristics and Functions of the Prosecution in Spain, by Dr. Mariano Fernandez Martin-Granizo, Spain

ADDITIONAL Workpapers

Islam and the Status of Women, by Tamizul Haque, Esq., Bangladesh
University for Peace - Basic Documents, by Dr. Milan Bulajic, Yugoslavia
Voluntary Euthanasia - An International Perspective, by Ann Helm, Esq., USA
Reciprocal Copyright Relations Between the United States and the People’s Republic of China: A Moral Rights of Personality Initiative, by John N. Stuparich, Esq., USA
Formal Declaration of Basic Human Right - The Right to Eat, by Bernard E. Wall, Esq., USA
Bartering Away World Hunger, by Jack Streeter, Esq., USA
Forum Non Conveniens and Suits by Non-Americans in Courts of the United States, by Paul S. Edelman, Esq., USA
Products Liability Internationally: Where Do We Go From Here?, by Warren Freedman, Esq., USA
Direct Broadcast Satellites & The Position on the American States, by Prof. Dr. Maureen Williams, Argentina
International Boundary Disputes in the Commonwealth Caribbean, by Dr. P. K. Menon, Barbados
Conference Standing Orders

1. GENERAL ORDERS

1. Registration
All participants are required to register before taking part in any Conference Sessions or meetings. Upon arrival, all participants are requested to register at the Registration Desk, which shall be open daily and where they will receive their Conference materials.

2. Representation
All judges and members of the legal profession have been invited to participate and may participate in the Conference proceedings in their individual capacities only and not as members of a group or government.

3. Distribution of Materials
No pamphlet, printed or written material of a political nature shall be circulated, issued or supplied to any person attending the Conference, either directly or indirectly, by or on behalf of any government, organization, or individual. No pamphlet, printed or written materials shall be distributed without the prior approval of the Center Executive Committee. All such material shall be presented to the Conference Program Director at least 24 hours before it is proposed to be distributed.

4. Political Matters
Debates or comments concerning themes of partisan politics, or matters outside the agenda, and comments directed towards particular governments, shall be out of order and shall be so ruled by all presiding officers at all Conference Sessions without discussion and upon the initiative of the presiding officer or any participant.

5. Official Language
The official language of the Conference are English, French and Spanish, and simultaneous interpretation facilities will be provided, when economically practical, for all Conference Sessions.

6. Agenda
The Agenda for Conference Sessions and the Conference Schedule shall be as set forth in the Program.

7. Presiding Officer
Each Conference Session shall be conducted by the presiding officer as designated in the Program or as may be subsequently designated by the Center Executive Committee. The Conference Parliamentarian and all officers of the Conference Committees shall be as designated in the Program or as subsequently designated by the Center Executive Committee.

8. Documents
Only Conference work papers, formal addresses, resolutions, and other official documents of the Conference will be translated, reproduced and distributed during the Conference. All persons presenting formal addresses or remarks are required to provide the Conference Program Director with a text of their address or remarks written in English, French or Spanish at least twenty-four hours before delivery.

All other documents, recommendations, reports and proposals will be translated, reproduced and distributed at the discretion of the Center Executive Committee and must be submitted to the Conference Program Director at the Conference Secretariat, typewritten in triplicate copies in English, French, or Spanish. Any document, recommendation, report or proposal which is to be introduced shall not be received if submitted less than twenty-four hours before the particular Conference Session for which it is intended.

9. Observers and Guests
Observers and guests, not members of the Center or duly registered participants, may attend all Conference Sessions, but shall not be entitled to speak unless so authorized in writing by the Center Executive Committee.

FRIDAY. SEPTEMBER 30, 1983.

9:00 A.M.

CLOSING PLENARY SESSION

President Officer: Charles S. Rhyne
World President
World Peace Through Law Center
United States of America

1. Report by Rapporteur of Panels
2. Report of the Resolutions Committee, Dr. Milan Bulajic, Chairman, Yugoslavia.
3. Recommendation on Resolutions for Action by General Assembly.

Meeting of General Assembly open only to National Chairman immediately following plenary session:

1. Action on Plenary Session's Recommendations on Resolutions.
3. Election of Officers.
4. Adjournment of the Conference.
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10. Conference Resolutions

a) All Resolutions for Conference action shall be within the scope of the subject matter of a Conference Session or the work of a Center Section or Standing Committee and shall be submitted in writing to the Conference Program Director at least two weeks before the opening of the Conference for consideration by the Conference Resolutions Committee. Such Resolutions shall be reviewed for relevance and form by the Resolutions Committee and referred for recommendations either to the Working Session having jurisdiction over the subject matter of the Resolution, or if no Working Session has such jurisdiction, to the Center Section or Standing Committee having such jurisdiction, if the Committee shall meet during the Conference. Any Resolution not referred shall be considered by the Conference Resolutions Committee.

b) A Working Session or Center Committee may recommend a Resolution without prior reference to the Resolutions Committee:

i) if the proposed Resolution is based on the papers prepared for the Working Session or Committee Meeting and has been presented in writing to the Conference Director of Programs at least six weeks before the relevant Working Session or Committee Meeting;

ii) if the proposed Resolution arises out of the deliberations of a Working Session or of a Committee Meeting convened during the Conference.

c) All Resolutions adopted by Working Sessions and Committee Meetings for recommendation shall be submitted as soon as possible after the Working Session or Committee Meeting to the Resolutions Committee for review and relevance.

d) A Resolution not presented pursuant to sections (a) or (b) of this Rule shall not be received by a Working Session or Committee Meeting without specific written permission of the Resolutions Committee. A Resolution which has not been considered and approved by the Resolutions Committee, except as provided in Rule 11, shall not be presented to the Plenary Session.

e) Decisions by the Resolutions Committee not to receive a Resolution or not to submit a Resolution to the Plenary Session may be appealed by the proposer to the Center Executive Committee.

11. Conference Resolutions Committee

The Conference Resolutions Committee shall consist of nine members, including a Chairman who shall preside and who shall be appointed by the President of the Center subject to confirmation by the Center Executive Committee during a World Conference. During a World Conference, the Resolutions Committee shall meet daily at times and places which shall be published in the Conference Daily Bulletin at least 24 hours before each meeting. The Committee may also meet at the call of the Chair. Any duly registered Conference participant may appear before the Committee, or its Subcommittee, at any time fixed by the Committee's Chairman to discuss any Resolution which is before the Committee. The time to be allocated to such discussion shall be fixed by the Chairman.

The Committee shall have the power to reject any Resolution and to modify, consolidate or amend any Resolution before submission to the Plenary Session. All substantive modifications and amendments by the Committee shall be discussed with the proposer, if available. If, after discussion with the Committee, the proposer does not agree to the substantive modification of his Resolution, the Resolution shall be presented to the Plenary Session as modified by the Resolutions Committee; but the proposer shall have the right to present his position to the Center Executive Committee which, in its sole discretion, may allow the proposer to present his position to the Plenary Session within a time limit set by the Center Executive Committee.

12. Debate

In the event of a debate on any subject, only duly registered participants of the Conference may speak, when and if recognized by the presiding officer, and no person may speak more than five minutes or more than once on the same subject without unanimous consent.

13. Recognition

Any person wishing to be recognized from the floor shall present to the presiding officer a written request containing his name, country, and the specific point or resolution to which he wishes to address his remarks. Persons shall be recognized in the order of names received, and no person shall speak or comment from the floor without first having presented the required information in writing and having been duly recognized by name by the presiding officer.

14. Precedence

Only one person from each country will be recognized to speak from the floor at the Conference Sessions until persons from all other countries who wish to speak have had the opportunity to do so.

15. Proceedings

All questions pertaining to the proceedings of all Conference Sessions shall be resolved by the presiding officer in accordance with the Conference Standing Orders or they may be referred to the Conference Parliamentarian for a ruling.

16. Voting

In Working Sessions and the Plenary Session each person present who is a duly registered member of the Center shall have one vote on any question before the Sessions. A majority of the duly registered members present and voting is necessary to approve or disapprove any question. Any such vote shall be deemed to be the vote only of those present and not of the Center itself.

17. Chairman of the Working Session

Each Working Session shall be conducted by the presiding officer designated in the Program as Chairman or in the Chairman's absence such person as may be subsequently designated by the Center Executive Committee.

18. Seating of Working Session Panelists

The Chairman shall seat at the center of the table and be flanked by the panelists and the rapporteur.

19. Recognition at Working Sessions

At any time after the termination of the program speakers presentations, any duly registered Conference participant attending the Working Session may indicate his desire to speak by writing on a card provided for this purpose his name, the country from which he comes, and the specific point to which he wishes to address his remarks. This card shall be passed to the presiding officer. The Chairman shall honor these requests in the order in which they are received, except that no more than one person from any given country shall be heard until persons from all other countries who wish to speak have had the opportunity to do so.

20. Working Session Proceedings

No speaker from the floor shall exceed five minutes in delivery, and his remarks shall be strictly relevant to the subject of the Working Session discussion. This order shall be strictly enforced by the presiding officer whose rulings on relevance shall be final. Unless otherwise provided by the Center Executive Committee, the Conference Standing Orders shall govern the proceedings of the Working Sessions.

21. Presentation of Working Session Discussion Topics

The person who prepared the work paper shall serve as the lead-off speaker of each Working Session. He shall not read the work paper, but shall summarize orally in not more than 15 minutes the highlights of the background of the discussion topic.

22. Panelists, Speakers

Panelists and speakers shall comment upon and discuss the Working Session topics. Prepared statements by the panelists which are available for distribution shall not be read. This rule shall be strictly enforced by the Chairman; no exceptions may be allowed. Without unanimous consent or unless at the express ruling of the Chairman, no speaker or panelist may speak for more than 15 minutes.

23. Limited Discussion Time

In consultation with the Conference Program Director, or the designated Program Coordinator, the Chairman shall determine and announce at the opening of each session the total time to be allocated to each panelist or speaker for comment and discussion, as well as the total amount of time that can be made available for questions or discussion by speakers from the floor.

24. Rapporteur

The Rapporteur shall summarize briefly the written substantive remarks of the Chairman, of the person presenting the highlights of the discussion topics, and of the panelists or speakers. He should summarize very briefly comments from the floor.
25. Report

The Rapporteur shall submit his written report to the Conference Program Director on the evening of the day on which the Working Session occurs, including recommendations adopted by the Working Session. He shall make a brief oral report, not exceeding five minutes, to the Plenary Session of the Conference.

26. Resolutions of the Working Sessions

The Chairman shall note any resolutions which have been submitted for consideration and may seek approval or disapproval of them during the Working Session. He may either appoint a Committee from the panelists or designate the Rapporteur to formulate the Working Session Resolutions for submission to the Conference Resolutions Committee. The Rapporteur shall include such resolutions in his written report.

II. CENTER WORLD ASSEMBLY

1. Policy-Making Body

The Center World Assembly is the principal policy-making body of the World Peace Through Law Center. The Center World Assembly shall conduct the business of the Center in accordance with the Charter and By-Laws of the Center.

2. Membership and Participation

The Center World Assembly shall consist of one member from each nation elected or appointed in accordance with the Charter and By-Laws of the Center as national chairman. If no national chairman or his duly appointed representative is registered and if there are Center members from a nation present, the President of the Center shall appoint a representative from the duly registered Center members of that nation to the World Assembly. All questions pertaining to participation in the Center World Assembly shall be resolved by the Center Executive Committee.

3. Election of Officers

The Center World Assembly shall elect by majority vote of those present the officers of the Center.

4. Presiding Officer

The President of the Center shall be the presiding officer of the World Assembly.

5. Proceedings

All comments during the Center World Assembly shall not exceed five minutes each except introductory remarks or speeches summarizing a report in which case the time limit shall be at the discretion of the presiding officer. Unless otherwise provided, all proceedings shall be in accordance with generally recognized rules of procedure.

6. Debate and Voting

In the event of a debate on any subject, only a certified member of the Center World Assembly may speak, when and if recognized by the presiding officer, and no person may speak more than once on the same subject without unanimous consent. Only certified members of the Center World Assembly may vote on any question before the Center World Assembly. No resolution or action shall be deemed a resolution of or by the Center until approved by a majority vote of the World Assembly members present and voting.

7. Recognition

No person shall speak or comment from the floor without first having been duly recognized by the presiding officer.